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actors establish more contacts with core decision-makers of the Bundes
regierung and Bundestag than with Bundesrat actors.

We expeet better predictions for poliey network formation in the ease of
eore poliey leadership aetors, while Bundesrat actors will have a lower
impact on poliey network formation. Again, coneerning the relative effeets
of decision-makers and aetors' preference on network formation, we refine
the derived hypotheses on the type of relationship:

HYPO.THESIS HP2a. The role of core decision-makers decreases the effect of
actors' similarities on information network formation.

HYPOTHESIS HP2b. The role of core decision-makers decreases the effect of
actors' dissimilarities on exchange network formation.

Besides strong and weak bieameral procedures we also take into eonsidera
tion the type of proposal initiator. Sinee the Bundesregierung and Bundes
tag majority mostly aet in unison to initiate and pass German legislation,
governmental proposals are more likely to be adopted than opposition
proposals whieh lack majority support in the Bundestag. However, when
splitting the set of politieal events, the calculation starting point is modified.
Therefore it is not possible to estimate the effeet of the type of proposals on
network formation independently from the effeet of distanee between
aetors' preferenees, but we ean eompare the impact of similarity and dissim
ilarity, depending on the type of proposal. Sinee similar party majorities in
the Bundestag and Bundesrat are supposed to overeome bieameral checks
and-balances for government proposals, we formulate HP3a and HP3b on
the type of proposal under similar party majorities in both houses:

HYPOTHESIS HP3a. Government proposals decrease the effect of actors'
similarities on information network formation with core decision-makers.

HYPOTHESIS HP3b. Government proposals decrease the effect of actors'
dissimilarities on exchange network formation with core decision-makers.

Sinee we coneeive our policy domain networks to be aggregates of politieal
event networks, both government and opposition proposals should explain
network formation, and we estimate whether the effeet of government
proposal (dis-)similarity is stronger than the opposition proposal effeet.

Controlling for the Sectoral View on Network Formation

The sectoral view on institutional settings is foeused less on the formal
procedures of publie decision-making than on the aetors' embeddedness in
systems of social action (Coleman, 1990: 33; Laumann and Knoke, 1987:
11). In sectoral terms, modern societies are eharacterized by functional
differentiation - not simply in the form of oecupational specialization~ but
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differentiation at the societal macro-Ievel through the development of
functional subsystems (Mayntz, 1991: 7). These subsystems possess bound
aries establishing sector or community self-regulation by poliey networks
(Wilks and Wright, 1987: 299). This policy network perspective comes elose
to the concept of transaction costs but sector segregation is an additional
tharacteristic of policy network analysis (Kenis and Schneider, 1991: 34).
Concepts of functional differentiation, policy community, social subsystem
etc. suppose that transaction costs are lower between members of the same
9t(,Ctor, while these costs should increase in the case of intersectoral
relationships. From the sectoral perspective our first hypothesis is con
cemed witb sector segregation:

HYPüTHESIS HSl. Controlling for distance between actors' preferences,
. actors establish more contacts with members of their own sector than with
other actors.

~ was the case of the neo-institutional view on network formation, HS1
also supplements H1, and we expect sector membership to lower the
~pact of dissimilar preferenees on exchange network formation, while the
~ect of similar preferenees on information network formation should be
~Creased. Sinee sector membership is supposed to save transaction costs,
~e conelude that actors spread more information to aetors of t~eir own
liktor tban of other sectors. We also expect that lower transactIOn costs
~pport tbe formation of exchange relations within the same sector.
",;;.', .

!ixPOTHESIS HSla. Sector membership decreases the effect of actors'
\ ·'similarities on information network formation.

IfYPOTHESIS HS1b. Sector membership decreases the effect of actors'
.dissimilarities on exchange network formation.

Seetor membership takes up the argument on network partiality in terms of
subsystem formation (Jordan, 1990: 325). Another aspect eoneerns the
I"~levance of specific sectors in different poliey domains. In systems of
functional differentiation, we often find sectors which are more segregated
than others. Such segregation is rather dependent on the material basics of
äifferent policy domains cbaracterized by societal eleavages, i.e. producers
versos consumers, state versus chureb etc. In the labour-policy domain, tbe
basie conflict is between eapital and labour. To save transaetion eosts in
labour politics, publie decision-makers have established systems of eOT
poratist-interest mediation integrating employer and employee peak
organizations monopolizing seetor representation (Rhodes, 1990: 303;
Schmitter, 1996: 6). With respeet to higber savings on transaetion eosts, we
may confine our sector hypotbesis to tbe German labour-poliey domain:

HVPOTHESIS HS2. Controlling for distance between actors' preferences,
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proposals which lack majority support in the Bundestag. However, when
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differentiation at the societal macro-level through the development of
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aries establishing sector or community self-regulation by poliey networks
fWüks and Wright, 987: 299). This poliey network perspective comes elose
to tbe concept of transaction eosts but seetoT segregation is an additional
tharacteristic of poliey network analysis (Kenis and Schneider, 1991: 34).
Concepts of functional differentiation, poliey community, soc·.al subsystem
ete. suppose that transaction eosts are lower between members of the same
~tor, wbile these eosts should inerease in the case of in ersectoral
relationships. From the sectoral perspective our first hypothesis ls eoo
cemed witb ector segregation:
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. actorsestablish more contacts with members aflheir own sector than with
other actors.

:(s was the case of the neo-institutional view on network fonnat'on HS1
also supplements Hl, and we expeet sector membership to lower the
inJ,paet oi dissimilar preferences on exchange network formation, while the
~ect of similar preferenees on information network formation should be
&creased. Sinee- sector membeTship is supposed to save transacti.on costs)
".e~lconclUde that actors spread more information to actors of their own
s&tor than of other sectors. We also expeet that lower transaction costs
"'upport the formation of exchange relations within the same sector.
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BXPOTIlESlS 51a. Sector membership decreases the effecl of actors'
~ .·similarities on information network formation.

. YPOTIiESIS HSlb. Sector membership decreases the effect of actors'
'dissimilarities on exchange network formation.

Sector membership takes up the argument on network partiahty in terms of
subsystem formation (Jordan, 1990: 325). Another aspect concems the
relevance of specific seetors in different poliey domains. In systems of
functional differentiation, we often find seetors which are more segregated
than others. Such segregation is rather dependent on the material basics of
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labour politics, public decision-makers have established systems of cor
po atist-interest· mediation integrating employer an· employee peak
organizations monopolizing sector representation (Rhodes, 1990: 303;
Schmitter, 1996: 6). With respeet to higher savings on transaetion oo8tS, we
may contine our sector hypotbesis to the German labour-policy domain:

HVPOTHESIS HS2. Controlling for distance between actors' preferences,
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actors establish more contacts with core decision-makers of the Bundes
regierung and Bundestag than with Bundesrat actors.

We expeet better predictions for poliey network formation in the ease of
eore poliey leadership aetors, while Bundesrat actors will have a lower
impact on poliey network formation. Again, coneerning the relative effects
of decision-makers and actors' preference on network formation, we refine
the derived hypotheses on the type of relationship:

HYPO.THESIS HP2a. The role of core decision-makers decreases the effect of
actors' similarities on information network formation.

HYPOTIrnSIS HP2b. The role of core decision-makers decreases the effect of
actors' dissimilarities on exchange network formation.

Besides strong and weak bicameral procedures we also take into eonsidera
tion the type of proposal initiator. Sinee the Bundesregierung and Bundes
tag majority mostly aet in unison to initiate and pass German legislation,
governmental proposals are more likely to be adopted than opposition
proposals whieh laek majority support in the Bundestag. However, when
splitting the set of politieal events, the calculation starting point is modified.
Therefore it is not possible to estimate the effect of the type of proposals on
network formation independently from the effeet of distanee between
aetors' preferenees, but we ean compare the impact of similarity and dissim
ilarity, depending on the type of proposal. Sinee similar party majorities in
the Bundestag and Bundesrat are supposed to overeome bieameral checks
and-balances for government proposals, we formulate HP3a and HP3b on
the type of proposal under similar party majorities in both houses:

HypoTHESIS HP3a. Government proposals decrease the effect of actors'
similarities on information network formation with core decis~on-makers.

HYPOTHESIS HP3b. Government proposals decrease the effect of actors'
dissimilarities on exchange network formation with core decision-makers.

Sinee we coneeive our poliey domain networks to be aggregates of politieal
event networks, both govemment and opposition proposals should explain
network formation, and we estimate whether the effeet of government
proposal (dis-)similarity is stronger than the opposition proposal effeet.

Controlling for the Sectoral View on Network Formation

The sectoral view on institutional settings is foeused less on the formal
procedures of publie decision-making than on the aetors' embeddedness in
systems of social action (Coleman, 1990: 33; Laumann and Knoke, 1987:
11). In sectoral terms, modern soeieties are eharacterized by funct~onal
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Like our final policy leadership bypotheses, we ealculate aetors' preference
for both types of proposal in order to compare the effects of labour and
social policies. Before testing our hypotheses, we will introduee our data
~d measurement techniques.

For the identifieation of relevant labour-poliey domain actors we applied
two criteria: formal voting power and repeated participation in labour
hearings in the Bundestag. We included all 25 German publie deeision
makers who have the right to take the final vote on labour-policy
proposals. This set of legislators not only eonsists of the parliam~ntaryand
committee groups of Christian Demoerats, Social Democrats, Llberals and

"Greens, but it also eneompasses the minislries of Labour, Finanee, Justice,
IDtemal Affairs, Youth, Education and Economie Poliey whieh dominate
le~lative agenda-setting. Moreover, since German legislation provides
bicameral settings for public policy-making, the 10 Länder of the Bundes
~t complete the politicalleader~hipset of f?rmal public deci~ion-makers?
'};Q identify those relevant domam actors Wlth no formal votmg power we
~plied the criterion of being invited to two or ~ore.Bundestag hearin~s. on
~1?our policies between 1983 and 1988. We Identified 16 other pohtlcal
~ganizations sucb as parties or party-affiliated organizations and 86
.,pierest groups w.hich can be categorized according to the ~ollowing s~ctors:
f8 "unions, 24 employers, 6 public-interest groups, 7 medlcal professIOnals
~d 5 other professional groups, 13 mandatory insurance organizations, 8
Churches and 5 discriminatioo associations, which were all interviewed up
to"the beginffing of 1988 (Pappi et al., 1995).
'. :Having identified 126 relevant labour organizations we asked their
tabour-affairs delegates to eheck whether we had listed all influential aetors
1D. the German labour-policy domain. As a result of tbeir responses we bad
~.!J include an additional organization, n~ely the German Farmers Assoeia
tion. Sinee the interview response rate IS about 99 percent, one employer
9J:ganization is missing; we consider the 126 aetors of our sampIe to be the
Set of relevant labour-poliey domain aetors (for a detailed list of all organiz
ations, see Knoke et al., 1996: 241-6). These actors were asked to mention
their mutual information and exchange relationships. We surveyed the
'sending' and 'reeeiving' of information as weil as 'doing a favo~r' and
'getting support'. We are thus dealing with four binary networks of SlZe 126

actors establish more contacts within corporatist sectors than within non
corporatist sectors.

Furthermore, we expect a lower impact of distance between preferences on
network formation among actors of the employer, employee and public
decision-maker sector (excluding Bundesrat actors). Since membership in
corporatist sectors is supposed to save transaction costs, corporatist aetors
cireulate more information to themselves than to other sectors. We also
expect that lower transaction eosts support the formation of exchange
relations within the corporatist seetors. The derived hypotheses on the type
of poliey network are:

HYPOTHESIS HS2a. Corporatist actors decrease the effect of actors' similar
ities on information network formation.

HYPOTHESIS HS2b. Corporatist actors decrease the effect of actors' dissim
iLarities on exchange network formation.

Despite functional differentiation large policy domains ean hardly be
reduced to a single dimension. Their policy space is often defined in two or
more dimensions, as is the ease for the German labour policy domain
which is determined by labour and social policy dimensions (Pappi et al.,
1995: 217). A further dimension may structure actors' aetivities, and we
distinguish between social and labour proposals with regard to our labour
policy domain application. In the labour-policy domaio, we expeet labour
proposals rather than social proposals to structure the activities of actors.2

Corporatist systems of interest mediation have been established to coor
dinate employers' and employees' preferences on labour proposals, while
social proposals embarrass the preferences of many interest groups of the
labour-policy domain, such as welfare and health organizations, churches
and minority groups ete. Compared to labour proposals, the variety of
actors involved will reduce the savings on transaction costs so that we can
specify our hypotheses:

HYPOTHESIS HS3a. Labour poLicies decrease the effect of corporatist actors'
similarities on information network formation.

HYPOTHESlS HS3b. Labour policies decrease the effect ofcorporatist actors'
dissimiLarities on exchange network formation.

I

t ..
Data and Measurement: Policies and Networks in the German

Labour-policy Domain

2. Like govemmental and opposition proposals there is no bypothesis for the difference
between labour and social proposals independent from distance betweeo actors' preferences.

3. We excluded Berlin from the set of public decision-makers because it had 00 formal
voting right before unificatioo.
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actors establish more contacts within corporatist ectors than within non
corporatist sector. .

Furthermore we e pect a lower impact of di tance between preferences on
network formation among actors of the employer, employee and public
decision-maker sector (excIuding Bundesrat actor ). Since membership in
corporatist ector is upposed to sa e transaction cost corporatist actor
cuculate more information to them elve than to other secto! . We also
expect that lower transaction costs support the formation of exchange
relations w'thin the corporati t sectors. The derived hypotheses on the type
of poliey network are:

HYPOTIIESJS HS2a. Corporatist actors decrease the effect ofactors' similar
ities on information network formation.

HYPOTHESIS HS2b. Corporatistactors decrease the effect of actors' dissim
ilarities on exchange network formation.

De pite functionat differentiation targe poliey domains ean hardly be
reduced to a single dirnen ion. Their policy pace i -often de~ed in two or
more dimensions a i the case for the German labour policy domain
which is determined by labour and social poliey dimension (Pappi et al.
1 95: 2 7). A further dimension may structure actors aetivities and we
di tinguish between social and labour proposal with regard to our labour
poliey domain application. In the labour-policy domain we expect labour
proposals rather than social propo als to structure the activities of actors.2

orporati t system of intere t mediati n have been e tabli hed to coor
dinate emplo ers and employees preferences on labour propo als while
ocial propo als embarra s tbe preference of many mtere t group of the
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and minority group etc. Compared to labour proposals the variety of
actors involved will reduce the savings on transaction costs so that we can
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HYPOTHESI HS3a. Labour policies decrease the effect of corporatist actors'
simUaritie on information network formation.

HypOTHES( HS3b. Labour policies decrease the effect ofcorporatist actors'
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2. Like govemmental and opposition proposals there is 00 bypothe is for the difference
between labour and social proposals independent from distance between actoJ'S preferences.

Like our final poliey leader hip hypotbeses we calculate actors preference
for both types of proposal in order to compare the effects of labour and
social policies. Before testing our hypotheses,. we will introduee our data
ahd measurement teehniques.

Data and e urement: Policies and etwor in tbe German
Labour-policy Domain

Por the identifieation of relevant labour-poliey domain aetors we applied
(wo criteria: formal voting power and repeated participation in labour
hearings in the Bundestag. We included all 25 German publie decision
makers who bave the right to take tbe final vote on labour-policy
propo als. This set of legi lator not only eonsists of the parliam.entary and
committee groups of Christian Democrats Social Democrats Llberals and
.Greens, but it al 0 eneompasses the mini tries of Labour, Finanee, Justice,
Internal Affairs Youth Education and Economie Policy which dominate
l~~lative agenda-setting..Mor~over si~ce German.. legislation provides
bi~eral settings for public pohey-making, the 10 Lander of the Bundes
C - complete the politicalleadership set of formal public decision-makers?
- Qidentify tho e relevant domain actor with no formal voting power we
~plied the criterion of being invited to two or t.TI0re .Bundestag hearin~ .on
@bour policies between 1983 and 988. We Identified I? o~her poht cal
: .ganization such as parties or party-affiliated organlZatlons and 86

terest gr up which can be categorized according to the following ector:
. unions 24 employers, 6 public-intere t groups 7 medieal prof ionals
~d 5 other professional group 3 mandatory insurance organization , 8
churches and 5 discrimination a ociatioDs which were aU interviewed up
~ the beginning of 1988 (Pappi et al., 1995).

.Having identified 126 relevant labour organizations we asked their
tabour-affair delegate to check whether we had listed all influential aetors
mthe German labour-policy domain. As a result of their responses we had
o include an additional organization, namely the German Farmers A ocia

tlon. Sinee the interview response rate is about 99 percent one employer
~:)J~ganization is mis ing' we eonsider the 126 actor of our sampIe to be the
Set of relevant labour-policy domain aetors (for a detailed list of a1l organiz
atlon, see Knoke et al., 1996: 241-6). Tbe e actors were a ked to mention
theu mutual information and exchange relationships. We surveyed the
'sending and reeeiving of information as weil a doing a favo~' and
~getting upport. We are thu dealing witb four binary networks of SlZe 126

3. We exc1uded BeTlin from the set of public decision-makeIS because it had no formal
votingright befoTe unification.
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